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use colors & their analysis
to bring joy and meaning
into your life 



'When I choose a colour it is not
because of any scientific theory. It
comes from observation, from
feeling, from the innermost nature
of the experience in question.’  

Henry Matisse ~ 

Color connects us to our emotions and to our cultures. Keep
reading to find out what color means to you.
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Color is one of the easiest, most meaningful ways we can
each connect to the world around us and to our own
experiences. Think about a time when you were in a toxic
situation: did you "see red" because you were angry? Does
looking at the color blue make you feel calm? Color
connects us to our emotions and can provide a concrete
way to express them as well as control them through
visualization exercises and more.

According to Jung, colors are the mother tongue of the
subconscious. Understanding the meaning behind colors
and what we associate with certain colors can help us
unlock our inner emotions and help us understand our
thoughts, feelings, and actions. 

Colors provide a powerful roadmap to understanding 
ourselves and each other. Colors are an endless
resource we can draw from to understand why we are the
way we are and how to love ourselves and one another.

Use this guide to start understanding how color plays a role
in your inner and outer life and use it to decode the
mysteries of color.

These are four of the twelve Color Splash that are offered
through Kiss Whisper Academy.

   

C O N N E C T I N G  W I T H
C O L O R S
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BLUE - Ocean

Blue is sincere, reserved and quiet, and does not like to make a big deal out of

things or attract too much attention. Blue is associated with tranquility, profound

insight, and spiritual realization. Blue tends to be the best friend forever to a fault.

SHADOW SELF

They hate confrontation but attract it because they avoid speaking up. Tends to

get into confrontation because they like to do things their own way. Is the

peacemaker for everyone that they care for and ends up being the hated

messenger. Has a strong profound insight, but does not act on it causing them to

live with regrets.

BRILLIANCE

Guardian, brave, and loyal who exudes stability, wisdom, and serenity. This

person is the go to for projects because they get things done. Prefers to be

behind the scenes and invited to after-hours get togethers because they are well

liked.

KISS WHISPER

Instead of being behind the scenes in your life's movie, add red and black to your

pallet. This in turn will open the universe to deliver your "STAR" quality to have the

leading role in all areas of your life. Time to change it up a bit with a few shades

of purple and green. This will gravitate the elements of money and give you a

royal flair.

COLOR SPLASH of
BLUE



 

 

PURPLE-AMETHYST

Purple has always been associated with royalty, nobility and prestige. The color

purple can symbolize mystery, magic, power and luxury. Purple is often used to

portray rich powerful kings, leaders, magicians and even sorcerers. Purple and

violet represents the future, imagination and dreams.
 
BRILLIANCE

Purple is cheerful, whimsical and playful. They seek the meaning of life and

spiritual fulfillment. Purple delights us in many forms. Imagine the whimsical

hue favored by unicorns and fairies. This person is the go to for high value,

luxury and lofty goals. 
 
SHADOW SELF

Notions of royalty and ceremony can be off-putting to more democratic

sensibilities, and purple can convey feelings of arrogance and condescension.

Has an inferiority complex and believe they are right (they usually are). And this

is off-putting when they just want to be seen and validated. 
 
KISS WHISPER

When feeling smug and proud, remember someone may be watching you,

perhaps a child gazing at you with adoration. You are on this planet to make a

difference. Burn the candles, use the nice sheets, wear the fancy lingerie. Do it

for you. Wear blues and greens. Both will plant you into reality with a little more

cash.

 

COLOR SPLASH of

PURPLE
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RED - FIRE

Red is a warm and positive color that is associated with our physical needs and

our will to survive. Red radiates a strong and powerful masculine energy. The

color red is energizing and provokes the emotions and motivation it takes to take

action. Red is romantic love, and its physical passion.
 
BRILLIANCE

As a red who expresses pioneer spirit, strong energy and associated as in a

"Action Hero." What drives a red is their ambition, determination and whatever it

takes to wear their Louboutin to bed. 
 
SHADOW-SELF

Those who gravitate to the color red will be the first one to give their opinion,

defiant when others do not agree, provoke others to action, and be aggressive

with their demands.
 
KISS WHISPER

When both worlds meet in the middle it is combustion for the higher good. Frame

every so-called disaster with these words, ‘In five years, will this matter?’ This will

take the heat off and you will not longer feel the sting. Reach for bright green or

chocolate brown to get different results. You will always be the captain of your

own ship, now is the time to share the ship's wheel. You will be pleasantly

surprised how easy life can be.

 

COLOR SPLASH of

RED
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PINK - ROSE

Pink is romantic and intimate, feminine, loving, caring and extremely considerate.

It tones down the physical passion from the red color and replaces it with a

gentle and loving energy. It is a positive color. Most people have heard of the

saying “everything is rosy.”
 
BRILLIANCE

The color pink is insightful and intuitive and it shows tenderness and kindness

from its empathetic and sensitive nature. You inspire warmth and comfort to

others. While you embrace your feminine side, your values and beliefs are

unshakeable.
 
SHADOW SELF

The color pink gives the feeling that everything will go well or be okay. You hope

it works out, you hope for joy. And you find yourself disappointed when life does

not hand you the "dream." Pink tends to love longer, and may stay in relationships

that have an expired shelf life.
 
KISS WHISPER

Pink is NOT a submissive color. Pink is disguised as a red but cares what people

think and you bring the "home" in everything you do. Wear more gold and orange.

These two colors will stir the lucky pot to tell the world, you are here and you are

not going anywhere.

 

COLOR SPLASH of

PINK



Sumerian Culture:  The color/stain was produced by crushing and grounding raw materials

such as henna, clay, insects and applied directly to the lips, cheeks, and eyes.

Mesopotamian Women: They ground jewels and precious stones to create a shimmery

effect to the whole makeup look. A few brands continue with this method. Imagine that!

Egyptians:  Their focus was on the lips in addition to the popular kohl winged eyeliner we

have grown to love. Cochineal insects were used to produce a striking red lip, a substance

that is still used today in modern lipsticks. Other civilizations wore makeup including men

and women. Even the children wore makeup.

Medieval Times:  Red lips were perceived as unholy, but that didn’t stop the women at that

time to add some color. They achieved their “makeup” by biting and pinching their lips to

look naturally reddish and appealing.

Queen Elizabeth Era:  Women started a trend of pale white skin with red lips. The look that

was popular among noble women at that time, as we see in the portraits today. Amongst

this a simpler but painful method of wearing makeup surfaced. People went as far as using

their blood to apply as blush and lipstick.

 

The Color of Riches
 

Generally, makeup has been used since the ancient civilizations as a mark of status and rank

within society. Only the rich, rulers, as well as noble men and women wore makeup. At that time

the colors were made from natural sources for beauty and status.



THE LIPSTICK

It was in 1880 that a French company, Guerlain started to produce lipstick commercially. Made

from beeswax, castor oil, and deer tallow, the lip color was wrapped in silk paper. This new

product was used by a large number of women. It was upgraded into cylindrical cases, and

then into swivel up tubes, much like today’s variety of colors lipsticks. Fast forward into

modern times, more beauty companies started producing lipstick commercially, making it

affordable. This allowed women to use lipstick during war time, in magazines, and in film (even

men wore lipstick in those black and white movies to have their lips pop). As lipsticks were

easily available than before, finding the latest trend for the “it” look was highly desired. For

example, in the “80s”, where dance culture was prominent, bright colors such as siren red and

hot pinks were popular. Moving on to the next decade, people started to be environmentally

conscious with makeup products made from natural sources. Celebrity Bobbi Brown led the

way to promote that particular makeup brand and set the stage for what is commonly used

today.

LIPSTICK TODAY

The lip color market has exploded with beauty brands created or mentioned by celebrities,

famous bloggers, and influencers instead of big brands like it used to be for the look. And the

colors! Whoever imagined how many shades of red one can produce. From nudes, matte

finishes to unthinkable shades shown in Fenty Beauty, the progression of lipsticks and lip color

is truly a story all in its own. It’s certainly surprising how much history comes in one tube of

lipstick. With all the options of lip color and lipstick, you too create history when you wear your

shade. 

Want to learn more of what your lip shade, lip print reading says about you? Interested in

learning more about Color Splash? Check out our other offerings. Maybe you too could be a

"Kiss Whisperer' to the Stars.

Follow @ReadYourKiss to learn more. 


